Project Team Leadership

Summary
An energy industry executive was quoted as saying, “Project Management is both an art and a science; mastering the science of project management provides a foundation for the art of leadership”. This TechPros session provides critical skills for project team leaders and leaders in matrix organizations who may be good at project management, but seek improved skills in leading project teams.

Cost
$6,000 for a group of up to 40 people

Who Should Attend
Anyone whose business duties involve leading a project team, working across project teams, or working in a matrix organization.

How Will You Benefit?
• Better understanding of your preferred leadership style
• Identify and manage conflict within and across project teams
• Learn how to build trust, a critical element of project leadership
• Decision-making within a complex environment
  o Dealing with uncertainty and ambiguous situations
  o Managing risk
  o Effective communication techniques
• Managing relationships inside and outside the team
• Maintaining commitment throughout the project

What Is Covered?
• Personality and Emotional Intelligence
• Cultural, Personal, and Organizational Values
• Conflict Management
• Power & Influence
• Relationship Awareness
• Trust, Communication & Collaboration
• Project Uncertainty & Roles
• Managing Tasks & Relationships
• Transformational Leadership